We revise observational constraints on the class of models of modified gravity which at low redshifts lead to a power-law cosmology. To this end we use all available data on Supernova Ia.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many scientists share the point of view that the Cosmological Constant Problem raises deepest unsolved questions in a sense that their resolution may lead to another revolution in physics. And many expected that yet unknown physics within which this problem could be solved would bring the vacuum energy equal to zero, which is the only natural value below the relevant scale of supersymmetry breaking. Observational discovery of a small but non-zero value for the dark energy, which is currently roughly equal to the energy balance of other forms of matter in the universe, only added mystery to this puzzle. For a review of cosmological constant problem see e.g. [1] . Leaving aside anthropic principle, the natural solution to all accompanying questions, like the one "why now", would be in deep modification of theory, leading e.g. to modified gravity.
Successful theory of this sort does not exist. We do not even have a clue which way theorists should proceed pursuing this problem, i.e. all roads are open, and there is no shortage of various toy models, or simply phenomenological prescriptions of how cosmology may look like within frameworks of modified gravity. Modifications all the way through the CMBR recombination epoch would be both ambitious and intractable since their scrutiny by observations would require detailed and precise knowledge of complete underlying model.
Going that far we cannot simply restrict ourselves with simple modifications amounting to various model assumptions about expansion rate of the universe. And it is hard to believe in success along that route given triumph of standard ΛCDM cosmology.
Therefore, at present, we are left with procedure where physics around recombination epoch is left unchanged, while the expansion law is modified at lower redshifts only and checked against low redshift pure geometrical observables. Most common and straightforward approach here is to probe modifications for the equation of state for the dark energy.
But this does not amounts to modification of gravity, at least not always. Several examples of existing genuine toy models with modifican of gravity are given below.
One specific example of a model which evolves from the standard cosmology at high redshifts to an accelerated expansion at low redshifts arises from a 5-dimensional DGP gravity theory [2] and has the following 4-d Friedmann equation [3] ,
Here r c is a length scale related to the 5-dimensional gravitational constant. At early epoch, when Hubble parameter H is large, the second term in l.h.s. of this equation is unimportant and we have the standard cosmology. As the energy density in matter and radiation, ρ, becomes small, the universe shifts to an accelerating expansion with H = 1/r c = const, which mimics cosmological constant at distant future.
Similar situation arises if for some unknown reason the universe at late times evolves with a constant "jerk" parameter j, which is defined as j(a) ≡ (a ··· /a)/H 3 , where a(t) is the cosmological scale factor which describes expansion. Of particular interest is constant j = 1, which corresponds to a cosmology that underwent transition from a ∝ t 2/3 at early times to a ∝ e Ht at late times, [3, 4] . In fact, deviations from ΛCDM cosmology can be searched observationally as deviations of j(a) from unity [5] .
Toy models presented above were not explicitly concerned with a solution of the cosmological constant problem. One class of attempts to solve the Λ-problem considers the evolution of classical fields which are coupled to the curvature of the space-time background in such a way that their contribution to the energy density self-adjusts to cancel the vacuum energy, see e.g. [6] and references there. The common result of these approaches is that the vacuum energy may be nearly canceled and the expansion of the Universe is governed by what is left uncompensated. In such models the expansion is asymptotically a power-law in time, independent of the matter content. That is, in such models the scale factor varies according to the law a(t) ∝ t β , where β is determined solely by the parameters of the model and can be anywhere in the range 0 ≤ β ≤ ∞.
Simple models of this class, like the one introduced in [6] , are unacceptable phenomenologically. (Though some primordial light element abundances can be fitted to observations [7] in a power-law cosmology of this type.) Among other things, the large fields and strong breaking of Lorentz invariance, inherent to the model of Ref. [6] , have drastic effects on gravitational interactions. In particular, the Newton's gravity gets altered in an unacceptable manner [8] . Modifications of this model were suggested recently which solve original cosmological constant problem while simultaneously giving rise to a standard FriedmannRobertson-Walker universe at late times and standard Newtonian gravitational dynamics of small systems [9] (and references therein). However, this model does not explain the observed accelerated expansion of the contemporary Universe.
With these motivations in mind, in this paper we study observational constraints on a cosmology which has the standard expansion history at high redshifts, but changes to a power-law at some unspecified redshift below hydrogen recombination.
II. COSMOLOGICAL FRAMEWORKS
In what follows we do not restrict ourselves to a spatially flat universe and consider general homogenous and isotropic FRW metric:
where k = −1, 0, 1 for open, flat and closed universe, as usually. In comparison of different models with observations it is convenient to quote Ω c defined as follows
where a 0 and H 0 are present time values of the corresponding functions.
Comparison with the "standard candle"-like data on supernova Ia, is done in terms of the luminosity distance
where the "comoving transverse distance" r is equal to:
and F = {sinh(x), x, sin(x)} for k = {−1, 0, 1} respectively.
In a power-law cosmology a = a 0 (t/t 0 ) β and the expansion of the Universe is completely described by the Hubble parameter and the deceleration parameter. In these models the deceleration parameter is
and the comoving distance (5) becomes:
In a ΛCDM model the integrand in Eq. (5) is given by the expression
where Ω's are constrained by the condition that their sum is equal to unity.
The luminosity distance is related to the difference of apparent magnitude m and absolute magnitude M of an astronomical object as
where d L is measured in megaparsecs.
For data handling and display it is convenient to subtract some reference cosmology with the same value of H 0 . Usually as a reference cosmology the Milne model is chosen, which can be viewed as an empty universe with Ω c = 1. It is also a power-law cosmology with β = 1 or q = 0. For this model therefore
and the difference between models is expressed as:
III. DATA FITTING
For the fitting to observations we use the publicly available data on supernovae type Ia (SNIa), namely the updated supernova Union2.1 compilation, which contains 580 SNe [10] .
Fitting is done by minimizing χ
where µ i and σ i are data from Ref. [10] , while µ is given by the r.h.s. of Eq. There are several subtleties which are to be discussed here. First, both displayed theoretical curves do not depend upon H 0 , however, H 0 enters ∆µ i for the displayed data-points via subtracted µ empty , see Eq. (11). In the left panel of Fig. 1 ∆µ i for the data points were plotted using the best fit value of H 0 for the power-law cosmology, while in the right panel the best fit value for the ΛCDM model has been used. We see that the statistics of the current data on SNIa is good enough so that the fitting outcome is already very sensitive to the value of H 0 . If we would know h 0 with good precision (say with the accuracy 0.69 vs 0.70), we would be already able to distinguish between power low cosmology and ΛCDM on the basis of SN Ia alone. This, of course, also implies correspondingly improved knowledge of absolute magnitude of SN Ia on the basis of refurbished distance ladder, see e.g. [11] .
However, as can be seen from Fig. 1 , further increase of statistics may help to distinguish between these two cosmologies even without knowledge of h 0 and M .
It is tempting to calculate deceleration parameter using SN Ia in a model independent way, just making Tailor decomposition of a(t). Restricting ourselves by two terms in this decomposition and using data for z < 0.4 we obtain (at face value for h 0 ) h 0 = 0.693 ± 0.006, q 0 = −0.34 ± 0.12.
It is noteworthy also that there exists a systematic shift, see ref. [12] , between the CMB determination of the Hubble parameter and direct astronomical measurements of it towards higher values found by the direct methods. Most probably this discrepancy will be resolved with more accurate measurements. On the other hand, it is not excluded that it indicates a new physics, e.g. a non-standard expansion regime after recombination.
The case of vanishing spatial curvature (with the results presented above in Eq. (13) and in Fig. 1 ) is the most important one in view of the predictions for the Inflationary universe.
Nevertheless, constraints on a power law cosmology, when a non-zero curvature is allowed, should be studied as well. Corresponding confidence regions on a model parameters Ω c and β are shown in Fig. 2 , where h 0 and z j have been marginalized. We see that the power-law cosmology is consistent with the data on SN Ia for −1 < Ω c < 0.25 and β within the range 1.4 < β < 3.
IV. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the power law expansion regime at small redshifts is as good fit to the SN Ia data as the standard ΛCDM. It is intriguing that the best fit to the power exponent is quite close to 3/2: a(t) ∼ t 3/2 . Our constraints for Ω c = 0 universe are close to those obtained in Ref. [14] , the difference can be explained by the different data sets used, i.e. we are using more recent and extended data set on SN Ia. Also, in the paper [14] a non-zero spatial curvature has not been considered. We sharply disagree with Ref. [15] , however, especially in the treatment of non-flat universe.
Power law cosmologies are studied in the literature quite often. In particular, in recent papers [16, 17] a cosmological model with the scale factor linearly rising with time, β = 1, was considered to reduce a tension between the universe age and ages of observed high redshift objects, this tension seems to be arising in the ΛCDM model. Our results show that such linear regime is excluded. The a(t) ∼ t cosmology had been also shown to contradict SN Ia data in a recent paper [18] . We note in this respect that the Universe age in a cosmology with a power law expansion at small redshifts is larger as compared to the standard ΛCDM.
Concrete value of the age would depend upon the onset of the power law regime.
We stress again that in confronting modified gravity theories to data without explicit model in hands it is important to use pure geometrical probes like SN Ia data, which are insensitive to the perturbation growth rate and to potential new degrees of freedom. A confirmation of the power law expansion regime would be a strong argument in favor of the dynamical adjustment mechanism of solution of the vacuum energy problem.
